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The four dice are identical. Which one does
not belong?
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Announcements & Key Concepts (re Today)

Ø 2-D kinematics: vector “components” of x, v, and a

Some relevant underlying concepts of the day…

Ø projectile motion

à (online) HW #3 posted à Due next Monday, 9/23

à Labs: Start this week! (Sept.16-20) 
https://www.yorku.ca/menary/courses/firstyrlabs/2019/main.html

à (written) HW #1 (posted later today) à Due next Wednesday, 9/25



Connecting Vectors to Mechanics

Wolfson

à Our previous (1-D) expressions 
can be generalized to 2-D (or 
higher) via vector notation



Connecting Vectors to Mechanics

Wolfson

à You should be comfortable 
bouncing back & forth 
between the both versions of 
the eqns.



Ex.

Knight

A classic example: “Maria” riding a Ferris wheel

George Washington Gale Ferris Jr.



Ex.

Knight



Ex. (SOL)
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Projectile Motion

Ø Ok, now we have the pieces in place to turn a hard problem into an easier one...

Akira Kurosawa’s Throne of Blood
Katniss Everdeen

Daryl Dixon



Projectile Motion

Classic example of how the x and y
components of motion are 
independent (as gravity only works 
along the vertical here)

Remarkably, the same principle applies for a 
bullet fired from a gun 
(i.e., it takes the same amount of time for a bullet to fall to the 

ground independent of whether you shoot it or drop it!)

Wolfson



Be careful re intuition....

Knight

Yes, it does(!!!). Why/how?



Projectile Motion

Our ball on the track is a bit different. Why?
(we’ll come back to this soon)

Much easier to study a jet of water than a 
falling ball (they behave the same!)

Wolfson



Projectile Motion

Knight

Vector representation of the problem

Breaking it up into components



Projectile Motion

à You should feel comfortable deriving these formulae...

... and Tartaglia’s discovery should also be readily apparent

WolfsonNote:



Projectile Motion

Now you have the basic pieces & w/ some practice, we can do harder problems:
• What happens if there is “drag” (i.e., air resistance)?
• Circular motion...
• Force, energy, and all that....
• How does one launch a rocket to Mars? 



Ex.

Knight



Ex. (SOL)

Knight



Ex.

Knight



Ex. (SOL)



Ex.

Knight

Note: Be a bit carful here. Notice 
that the coord. system is tilted....



One strategy is to “rotate” the 
given coordinate system…

… and then re-express the vectors

Ex.

Note: Be careful w/ angle in 
degrees versus radians



Vector Components & Unit Vectors

Knight

à Be careful! How you define the angle and/or keep track of 
“bookkeeping” can have huge consequences!



Ex. (SOL)



Ex.

Knight



Ex. (SOL)

Knight



Ex. (SOL)

Knight



Ex. (SOL)

Knight



Ex.

Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)



Ex. (SOL)

à Be careful! Does “air 
resistance” matter?
(we’ll return to this soon)

Knight (2013)

Shaskol’Skaya & El’Tsin (1963)



Wolfson

à Practice these “projectile motion” problems, keeping careful track of 
what assumptions are stated (or need to be presumed!)


